
EXCA\ATIONS AT HARRY STOKEO

STOKE GIFFORD, NORTHAVON
by Andrew C. Young

INTRODUCTION
The following report sets out the results of two stages of
archaeological excavation of a rural medieval settlement at
Harry Stoke, Stoke Gifford" (Fig. 1) during 1987 and 1988.
The excavat ion invest igated an area containing wel l
preserved earthworks immediately to the north of Paddocks
Farm (Fig. 2). The project was initiated by the former
County Archaeological Officer for Avon, Rob Iles. Both the
fieldwork and post excavation stages of the project were
managed by the writer; the post excavation stage of the
project was wholly funded by English Heritage.

The hamlet of Harry Stoke is located to the northeast of
Bristol within the parish of Stoke Giffor4 in what was (pre
1974) South Gloucestershire. In 1987 the hamlet consisted
of little more than a few modern houses and a farm (The
Paddocks) of post medieval origin. The settlement appeared
to reflect development alongside Harry Stoke Lane, which
originally ran between the village of Stoke Gifford and
Br is to l .  The area  o f  ear thworks  were  preserved
immediately to the north and east of Paddocks Farm. Today
that area, and the bulk of the traditional pasture which
ex is ted  nor th  and eas t  o f  the  se t t lement ,  has  been
incorporated within an extensive scheme of commercial
development. In 1993 arrangements were made with Sun
Life Assurance which ensured that the remains of the
sett lement which were not excavated were preserved
beneath raised car parking areas.

In 1993 the records and materials recovered from the site
were updated and the finds were assessed by specialists.
The work was funded by English Heritage and led to the
preparation of an assessment report (Young 1994) from
which this report is drawn.

The excavation archive will be deposited with Bristol
City Museum and Art Gallery under Accession Number
BRSMG 30n994.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND by Lee Prosser
Historically, Harry Stoke was a subsidiary hamlet or tithing
of the parish of Stoke Gifford, located slightly to the north.
However, it constituted a separate manor in the later
medieval period which passed through a succession of
owners. An important clue to its status is reflected by the
fact that it never possessed its own chapel or church. Like
many small settlements of this nature, which have a history
of pr ivate ownership (as opposed to ownership by a
monastery or large baronial family), Harry Stoke is very
poorly documented indeed.

Atkins' history of the county (1712) indicated a few
references in the historical documents, but Rudder, the
Gloucestershire antiquartan, was unable to add very much, and
very little new documentary information has been revealed
since. This appears at odds with the extensive archaeological
remains which are detailed elsewhere in this report.

The parish of Stoke Gifford itself contained four hamlets;
Stoke Gifford Great Stoke, Little Stoke and Harry Stoke.
This occurrence of four'stoc' names, indicating settlements
dependent upon a largeg more important place, suggests

that the parish was broken off from a larger, multiple estate
at a date earlier than Domesday. It is significant that the
church of St Michael in Stoke Gifford did not originally
possess the important rite of burial. Instead the dead were
carried either to Almondsbury to the north, or Stapleton to
the south.  Harry Stoke was or ig inal ly in Swineshead
Hundred,  and Tay lo r  (1889)  suggested  tha t  i t  was
transferred to Barton Regis Hundred on the creation of the
great barony of Gloucester in the l2th century. The tenurial
landscape of south Gloucestershire was heavily reorganised
during the l2th century, with interference from the earls of
Gloucester and later under the influence of the Berkeley
family. The evidence does suggest, however, that the
original settlement at Harry Stoke was, with the other
hamlets of Stoke Gifford parish, peripheral to a large
multiple estate at Almondsbury.

At the time of Domesday, Harry Stoke must have been
important enough to have constituted a separate estate
within Stoke Gifford. Under the lands of the Bishop of
Coutances, a'stoke' is listed;

Theobald holds it from him. Aldred held it from Earl
Harold and could go where he would. 2 hides; I which
pays tax, the other not. In lordship I plough; 2 villagers
and I smallholder with I plough.
6 slaves; meadow; 5 acres. Thevaluewas 40s; now 20s.
Recent publications seem happy to identify this 'Stoke'

with Harry Stoke, but it is by no means clear if Harry Stoke
is the estate described. However, as Harry Stoke alone
passed out of the tenurial ownership of Stoke Gifford, it
remains the most likelv candidate.
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Fig. I

At Domesday Harry Stoke was a very modest estate, but
thereafter tracing the decent of the area becomes difficult.
Robert de Mowbray, the heir to the bishop, had his lands
confiscated in the late 1 lth century, and most of his manors
were redistributed. Osbern Giffard was awarded Stoke
Gifford in 1066, and in the early l4th century, following a
rebell ion by John Giffard, his lands were awarded to
Maurice de Berkeley. Harry Stoke may have passed to the
family at the same time. Although it does not occur in the
accounts of the Berkeley manorial records, Harry Stoke
may have been held by a collateral branch of the family, or
simply sub-let.

Elias de Filton was siezed of the manor in 1331-32, and
Evans (1958) perhaps erroneously attributed the naming of
Harry Stoke to this man. In fact the origin of the name is
untraced (EPNS). In the late 14th century the manor was
held by Sir Thomas FitzNichols and his son, also Thomas.
In turn it was sub-let for a few years in 1381 to Edmund
Blount, together with the manor of Filton, for l6 marks
annually. Surviving documents of 1625 and 1653 refer to a

tenement  known as  Kemis  o f  Kemys House and an

a s s o c i a t e d  f i e l d  c a l l e d  K e m i s  H a y e s .  B a s e d  o n  t h e

assumption that Kemys House represented the only house in
Harry Stoke worth mentioning in the documents, it is
possible that it represented the original manor house of the
settlement. A further clue lies in the name 'Kemys' which is
linked to a retainer family of the lords of Berkeley (after

Birchill 1989). An important estate map of 1725 preserves

field names including one called 'Kennis Hay', within
which an enclosure and house are represented which had

disappeared by the time of the first edition Ordnance
Survey. The first edition probably preserves the outline of

that enclosure as a line of trees.
As a whole the morphology of the surviving settlement

appears to represent simple development along a street,
which may suggest a later date (post Domesday) for the

majority of its growth.
Harry Stoke appears to represent the settlement of a

typical small, subinfeudated manor of the 12th or l4th
century.  The l is ts of  tax-payers recorded in the 1327



Subsidy Rolls for Stoke Gifford do not separate the various
hamlets, but a William atte Dych who is listed may, on the
evidence of field names, have come from Harry Stoke. If
the Domesday entry does refer to the area of Harry Stoke,
then the hamlet should have archaeological remains dating
from at least  the I  l th century.  The l i t t le manor was
probably detached as a small parcel of land coterminous
with the t i th ing,  a l though the boundar ies of  th is are
unfortunately impossible to determine with any certainty.

Harry Stoke was, however, never very important or,, it
seems, profitable, and Kemys House was reduced in status
by the 17th century. Since then the hamlet has undergone
further shrinkage, with much of the northern half, including
Kemys House, abandoned by the late 19th century.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Fieldwork and survey by Rob I les suggested that the
earthworks preserved in the vicinity of The Paddocks Farm
(Fig.  2)  represented the remains of  former and more
extensive settlement within the hamlet. An evaluatron
excavation undertaken by the archaeology section of Bristol
City Museum in 1986 (Burchrll et al. 1989a) at the southern
margin of the area indicated as 'Kemis Hayes', next to
Harry Stoke Lane, revealed structural remains, including
walls and postholes, and artefacts which confirmed that
part of the site at least had been occupied during the later
medieval and post medieval periods
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THE EARTHWORKS (Fig.2)
Rob Iles' earthwork survey of features to the north and east
of Harry Stoke Road indicated that former settlement and
activity at the northeastern end of the hamlet was not
confined to the area north of Paddocks Farm but also
extended to the east of Harry Stoke Road. The earthworks
in that area today remain undisturbed.

The archaeological remains revealed during the 1987
excavations to the north of the Paddocks Farm correlate
well with features detailed in the survey. Not surprisingly
excavation confirmed that the most prominent earthworks
in that area corresponded in general with the buried remains
of medieval buildings. Faint linear earthworks immediately
to the north of the Paddocks Farm were interpreted by Iles
to represent the remains of ridge and furrow, immediately to
the south of a main area complex of earthworks. That
interpretation is supported by the results of the excavation.

METHODOLOGY
The excavation areas (Fig. 3, Areas 1-6) were opened to
investigate the corridor of a new distributor road (Areas 5
and 6) and a complex of well preserved earthworks (Areas
1-4) which were preserved in the northern half of the field
an area which lay within a wider zone designated for future
development.

With the exception of Area 4, where the topsoil was
removed by machine, all of the excavation areas were
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opened by hand. Standard context based archaeological
records were compiled for each excavation area and all of
the archaeology revealed was recorded in plan at a scale of
l:20m and levelled in relation to a nearby Ordnance Survey
datum. Small f inds were recorded three dimensionally.
The site excavation grid was based on 5m square divisions
with an origin at 100E/100N.

After excavation, which ironically coincided with the
postponement of much of the site's immediate development,
excavation Areas 1-4, which contained the remains of a
number  o f  we l l  p reserved med ieva l  bu i ld ings ,  were
backfilled with excavated spoil. The medieval buildings in
those areas were protected by layers of sand before being
backfilled.

EXCAVATION

SUMMARY
The excavations (Fig. 4, Areas 1-6) revealed the remains of
five drystone buildings in association with contemporary
surfaces and layers , and a range of artefacts, which reflected
a period of medieval agricultural settlement on the site. The
pottery assemblage (below) indicated that the settlement
was already estabhshed by the second half ot'the 12th
century and continued to be occupied unti l around the
middle of the fourteenth century when the entire farmstead
was abandoned and subsequent ly  demol ished.  The
structures which were preserved on the site (Figs 5 to 9)
reflected the development and use of the farmstead over a
period of approximately two hundred years. The remains
included stone houses, dovecotes, ovens or kilns, a walled
yard  and a  range o f  assoc ia ted  wa l ls ,  d ra ins  and
contemporary rubbish deposits. The buildings and most of
the related structures were built of limestone rubble. In
places stone walls were preserved below ground to a height
of up to lm.

Although the site's stratification was generally shallow
and relat ively s imple,  suf f ic ient  dat ing evidence was
recovered from remnants of floor layers and other deposits
to allow a farly precise chronology to be assigned to the
structural development of the medieval settlement.

Evidence of  pre-medieval  act iv i ty on the s i te was
confined to a small collection of flint tools and flakes. The
majority of the flint assemblage was recovered from subsoil
deposits in Area 5 (Fig. 3) and appeared to reflect Neolithic
or Bronze Age act iv i ty.  No structural  evidence was
recorded to indicate there had ever been any Roman activity
on the site although a few sherds of residual Roman pottery
and a bronze fibula brooch were recovered from medieval
layers.

No structural evidence was recorded to suggest that
occupation on the site continued into the post-medieval
period although post medieval pottery was present in both
the topsoil and the uppermost surfaces of rubble which
sealed the medieval buildings. In general the post medieval
material appeared to relate to the 18th and l9th century
deve lopment  and occupat ion  o f  the  Paddocks  Farm,
immediately to the southwest, and to material brought onto
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the site to surface a post medieval trackway which ran from
Harry Stoke Road to Stoke Gifford.

SUMMARY OF PERIODS AND PHASING
The archaeological evidence recorded on the site indicated
the following sequence of activity although further sub-
divisions are possible within Period II (medieval).

PERIOD I: Prehistoric
Evidence of later Neolithic or Bronze Age activity was
indicated in Area 5 by a small assemblage of flint tools and
flakes. Further discussion of the flint assemblaee can be
found in the project archive.

PERIOD II: Medieval (c.1150 - 1400 AD) Fig.3
Although the period of medieval occupation on the site
appears to have been unbroken the site's development can
be subd iv ided in to  a  ser ies  o f  phases  based upon
stratigraphic relationships and pottery dates. The detailed
evidence for each phase is set out below.

Phase I (c.I 150 - 1200 A D.)
Pot te ry  ind ica tes  tha t  the  med ieva l  fa rmstead was
established by the second half of the 12th century. The
presence of earher l lth century pottery in resrdual contexts
suggests the possibil i ty that it may have already been
established by Domesday. In its initial excavated phase the
settlement appears to have consisted of at least one stone
bui ld ing (Bui ld ing 1),  probably a farmhouse. A stone
dovecote (Bui ld ing 2) is suggested to have been bui l t
around he same time although its dating remains tentative.
To the south of these buildings, adjacent to Harry Stoke
Lane, two large ovens or kilns (Structures 3 and 4), drains
and service areas of rough cobbling were built, immediately
to the north of a sunken trackway.

Phase2(c .1200-1250)
By the end of the l2th century the first dovecote on the site
(Building 2) appears to have been demolished. At the same
time, or soon after, the original farmhouse (Building 1) was
abandoned as were the ovens along the southern edge of the
site. Reorganisation involved the construction of a second
farmhouse (Fig. 6a-b, Building 5), which incorporated a
small southern extension or porch and an internal drain.
Further reconstruction during this phase, although possibly
a t  a  s l igh t ly  la te r  da te  than Bu i ld ing  5 ,  invo lved the
construct ion of  a second dovecote (Fig.  8,  Bui ld ing 6)
which destroyed the northern end of  the 12th century
farmhouse. Fragments of earlier 13th century walls and
associated layers recorded elsewhere on the site in Area 4

Gig. a) suggest that other buildings were probably set out at
this time, in the area of what was later to contain a l4th
century walled yard (Fig. 9).

Phase3 (c,1250- 1350)
The 13th century farrnhouse (Building 5) and dovecote
(Building 6) continued in use throughout this later phase of
medieval occupation although the farmhouse was certainly
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developed and new buildings were constructed elsewhere
on the  s i te .  The fa rmhouse (F ig .  6a-b)  underwent  a
sequence of structural development which involved the
add i t ion  o f  a  western  room,  poss ib ly  a  Gaurderobe,
followed by the construction of an eastern extension or
room and new boundary walls. During the first half of the
14th century the farmhouse was further substant ia l ly
redeveloped. The alterations involved strengthening the
southern gable wall, the removal and reconstruction of
much of the west wall.

During the early 14th century a square walled yard was
also built (Figure 9, Structure 7), which probably succeeded
ear l ier  stone bui ld ings.  Other late 13th and ear ly 14th
century activity was represented by stone walls and deposits
in Area 6 which, although poorly preserved" appeared to
represent at least one further building (Structure 8) and
perhaps a boundary wall at the southern boundary of the
farmstead.

Phase 4 (c.1350 - 1400)
During the second half of the l4th century,, and possibly
shortly after 1350, the farmstead appears to have been
abandoned. Pottery from demolition rubble which filled the
later farmhouse and dovecote indicated that the buildinss
were levelled by the end of the 14th century .

PERIOD III: Post medieval
Post medieval activity was confined the accumulation of a
metalled trackway and the construction of a series of stone
filled land drains (not illustrated) in Area 5.

STRUCTURAL EVIDENCE

INTRODUCTION
The following section details selective structural evidence
recorded in excavation Areas 1-6 (Fig. 3). The evidence
from each area is discussed chronologically by Period and
Phase.

In general the topsoil across the site varied in thickness
between 5cm and c.25cm and lay above an extensive layer
of  wel l  sonsol idated demol i t ion rubble and stones. In
certain areas (e.g. Area 3) the upper surfaces of stone walls
w e r e  e x p o s e d  i m m e d i a t e l y  b e l o w  t h e  t o p s o i l .  T h e
demolition rubble was not as thick or extensive in Area 5
where it appeared to be specifically related to a single
medieval stone structure (Structure 3).

AREA I (Fig. 7, Plate l)

Period II: Medieval Phase I
The excavation of an irregular raised earthwork revealed the
remains of a well preserved stone dovecote (Building 2).
The circular wall forming the core of the building (78) was
sealed beneath topsoil and a thin layer of limestone rubble
and appeared to have been constructed directly upon the
natural  c lay and l imestone substratum (82),  a l though i t
should be noted that the wall was not excavated to natural.
The wal l  was general ly s l ight ly less than 1m thick and
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Plate la Building 2 - dovecote

fbrmed of roughly coursed and taced limestone rubble
which was preserved to a maximum height of  c.0.5m.
Internally the building measured 4.3m in diameter and had
a stone floor consisting of flat but irregular limestone slabs
which were set into natural clay. The floor was at a slightly
lower level than the surface of the natural clay outside,
suggesting that some form of foundation pit or trench was
prepared and levelled in advance of its construction. The
entrance to the dovecote faced southeast and consisted of a
stone threshold and an internal step.

In te rna l l y  two t ie rs  o f  squared nes t ing  boxes  were
preserved, the lower tier roughly 0.25m above floor level.
The entrances to the boxes varied slightly in size but were
generally c.0.l5m high and c.0.2m wide. The boxes were
L shaped in plan and set into the wall to a depth of c.0.35m,
the rear of the niche turning at 90o to the entrance to form a
larger rectangular space c.0.3m x 0.2m x 0.15m. The tiers
were constructed in parallel lines, the boxes in the second
tier offset from the those below (i.e. boxes in the second tier
did not, in general, l ie directly above boxes in the lower
tier). In the lower tier the recesses were all angled anti-
c l o c k w i s e ,  t h o s e  i n  t h e  s e c o n d  t i e r  w e r e  a l l  a n g l e d
clockwise. This may have been to minimise any structural
weakness the niches caused in the wall.

A rectangular drain (84), probably a sluice for cleaning
out pigeon droppings, was constructed at floor level through
the wall to the southwest. Adjacent to its external opening
r e m n a n t s  o f  l i m e  p l a s t e r  o r  r e n d e r i n g  a d h e r e d  t o
the dovecote wall. Around the south facing quadrant of
t h e  b u i l d i n g  t h e  f o u n d a t i o n s  o f  w a l l  7 8  ( 8 0 )  w e r e
considerably wider. The main wall was further supported
wi th  an  ex terna l  rubb le  bu t t ress  (128)  wh ich  bu t ted  i t s
northwest face.

The internal fill of the dovecote consisted of a thick and
unstructured but wel l  consol idated layer of  demol i t ion
rubble and soi l  (79) which contained only l2th century
pottery sherds.  As the wal ls of  the dovecote were not
excarrated the date of the building's construction and use
remains tentative, based as it is, on the date suggested by
the pottery from the demolition rubble.
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Plate Lb Building 2 - nesting boxes and drain

AREA 2 (Figs. 5 and 8)
In Area 2 the remains of two medieval stone buildings
(Buildings I and 6) were recorded.

Medieval (Phase I)
Building I was constructed of roughly coursed and faced
limestone rubble set into a shallow foundation trench. The
walls (24,25 and 26) and the remains of internal structures
and floor layers were sealed by a layer of limestone rubble
(2) whose upper surface had been compacted by the
construction and use of the later dovecote (Building 6). The
northern end of the phase I building (walls 24 and 26) had
also been destroyed during the construction of the later
dovecote (wall40).

ASMR 1334

ffi xeat affected

At the southern end of the building the remnants of a
soil floor layer (30) and an area of heat affected flagstones
(29) were preserved beneath the rubble. The earliest layer
(30) contained medieval  pot tery (c.1150-1200),  anrmal
bone and iron objects, the latter consisting mostly of iron
nails. The flagged hearthstones lay above the earliest floor
layer and consisted of a roughly squared arrangement of
e igh t  l imestone s labs  wh ich  were  d isco loured and
weathered at the centre. Towards the north of the building
Iayer 30 faded out and was replaced by an uneven layer of
small limestone slabs and stones (299) which lay directly
above the natural Limestone clays (31). At the northern end
of the building, adjacent to the foundation trench of wall40,
a small patch of dark soil and limestone stones (149) were
preserved. The layer contained several joining sherds of
decorated l2th century pottery and appeared to represent a
further remnant of floor layer 30.

Medieval (Phases 2-3)
The construction of a second dovecote (Building 6: wall
40), destroyed the northern end of Building l. Although the
wal ls  o f  the  dovecote  were  no t  fu l l y  excavated  i t s
relationship to Building 1, in conjunction with pottery
from the internal demolition rubble (44) and a few sherds
which  were  impressed be tween i t s  f loor  s labs  (43) ,
indicated that the bui ld ing was in use by c.1250 and
demolished by c.1350.

The main wal l  of  the dovecote (40) was bui l t  in a
foundation trench (122) which was cut into the natural clay.
The wall was formed of roughly coursed limestone rubble,
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rarer sandstone rubble and patchy clay bonding. Both
externally and internally the stonework was well faced
although the core of the wall contained many smaller stones
and silty clay. Along the southeastern face of the wall,
where it _appeared to be preserved above the height of its
contemporary ground level, the external stonework was
carefully battered to form a series of narrow steps. Around
the internal face of the wall a lower tier and remnants of a
second tier of rectangular recesses were preserved, the
lowest tier at floor level. The recesses were all less than
0.5m deep and 0.15m tall, the second tier again slightly
offset from the lower niches.

In the middle of the interior a short section of wall (56)

was preserved to a-maximum of three courses. The wall
probably represented the foundation for a central pole or
'potence'. The centre of the wall had slumped or been
forced-downwards into the underlying clay, as had the floor
slabs immediately adjacent to it, possibly as a consequence
of the weight of the potence structure. Finds from the floor
of the dovecote and the demolition rubble included both
mature and immature domestic pigeon bones.

In the southwestern quadrant the dovecote wall had been
cut by a later robber trench ( 130) and the wall (5) was only

preserved as a foundation. Another section had been
destroyed by one of a series of geotechnical test pits (123)
which were opened on the site shortly before the excavation
began.

AREA 3 (Figs. 6a,6b and 10)
Excavation in Area 3 revealed the remains of a medieval
stone building (Building 5), probably a farmhouse, which
was in use by the ear ly 13th century,  developed and
extended between c.1250 and 1350, and abandoned shortly
thereafter. The main walls and structures which formed
the building were not excavated and remain preserved on
the site.

Medieval (Phase 2) Plate 2
Building 5 was constructed of drystone rubble directly
above the natural clay. It was initially a simple rectangular
structure (comprising walls 13, 14,8, 107, 19,35 and 104)
with a southern ante-room (16, 113 and 114).  With the
exception of wall 104, which had been destroyed during
later alterations and was only evident as a soil mark, all of
the original walls were roughly coursed and well faced.

A stone lined and capped drain (100), which was set into
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a shallow cut in the natural clay, ran through the centre of

t h e  b u i l d i n g  a n d  o u t  t h r o u g h  t h e  n o r t h  w a l l .  T h e

relationship of the drain and the south wall (19) was not

determined as the junction had been destroyed during later

medieval development ( I 09).
No ear ly (Medieval  Phase 2) soi l  f loor layers were

preserved within the building although some or all of the

rather random accumulation of limestone and sandstone

floor slabs were probably also laid at that date. The dating

evidence for the original construction of the building is

-  - ' r .

Building 5 SE
Avon SMR 1334
Harry Stoke

o 1 m--

based upon a stratified group of pottery recovered from the

earliest f loor layer (119) excavated in the southern ante-

room (Room 2), which contained pottery from the first half

of the 13th century. On that basis, and in the absence of

dating evidence from beneath main walls, the date from

layer 119 provides a general terminus ante quem for the

construction of the building. As such it remains possible

that Building 5 was constructed at a significantly earlier

date, perhaps contemporary with Building 1'
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Medieval (Phase 3)
During the second half of the 13th century Building 5 was
extended to the northwest with the addition of a square
room whose drystone walls (103 and 9) butted the external
face of wall 8. The north and south walls of the room were
of similar construction to those which formed the original
building, however, the southern half of the west wall (11)

was significantly thicker, possibly to provide support to the
structure in an area where the natural ground sloped away to
the west. Entrance to the room was through a narrow
doorway in the north wall (103). Inside the room, and
beneath a layer of demolition rubble, were the remains of
limestone floor slabs (21) which lay above a thin lime rich
soll (22), and natural clay. Pottery from layer 22 dated to
the second half of the l3th century.

Further development of the farmhouse involved"the
construction of .an eastern extension ( 1 16, I 17 and 1 1 8) and
major reconstruction and strengthening of both the southern
gable wall (109 and 108) and the west wall (7,20 and l7).
The original south gable wall (19) was virtually doubled in
width (to 1.7m) with the addition of facing walls which
were butted externally and internally. Facing wall 108 was
bonded with a new section of west wall (17) which butted
the external face of the original (107). The original west
wall (107) was bonded with Wall 8 although a section was

HARRY STOKE: YOUNG
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" v D 0 \

Building 2
Harry Stoke,
Area 1

o

Oemolished at this stage rn order to make way for a new
west doorway (111) and a further wall segment (20). The
original extent of wall 107 was clearly evident as a soil
mark (104).

Two irregular silty clay floor layers (101 and 102) were
preserved within the building. Layer 101 butted the internal
face of wall 14 and appeared to have accumulated in a
shallow scour in the natural clay (98) at the edge of the
main concentration of floor slabs (99). Finds from the layer
included over 300 sherds of 14th century glazed and
coarseware pottery (dated to 1300-1350), animal bone, and
worked stone objects including quernstones and whetstones.
Metalwork from the layer included iron hinge pivots, nails,
brackets, buckles, and a concreted but complete barrel
padlock.

Layer 102 had accumulated adjacent to the internal face
of wall 8, above the natural clay. The western edge of the
layer respected the original line of wall 107 as indicated by
soil mark 104. The layer was overlain by a number of larger
Limestone slabs which appeared to represent the latest floor
layer. The range of f inds from layer 102 were broadly
similar to those recovered from layer 101 although the
assemblage also included a horseshoe, fragments of oyster
shell and a strip of lea{ possibly from a leaded window (see
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Figs. 13-15). The pottery appeared to be of a slightly earlier
date (early 14th century) than that recovered from layer 101.

The extension at the southeastern corner of the building
involved the constructron of drystone walls 115, 116 and
117. The walls enclosed a floor layer (129) which contained
shal low lenses of  charcoal  and ash r ich soi l  (136-138).
Excavation did not determine whether the walls represented
a fully enclosed room. Floor layer 129 was not excavated to
natural although it was overlain by a group of limestone
slabs (118) which represented the remains of a later floor.
The limestone slabs and the remains of the roughly coursed
and faced rubble walls were sealed by a demolition layer
(97) containing later l4th century (1350-1400) pottery. A
smal l  assemblage of  ear l ier  14th century pottery was
recovered from layer 129.

Medieval (Phase 4)
Building 5 appears to have been abandoned during the
second half of the 14th century and possibly as early as

1350. Over 300 sherds of'pottery were recovered irom the
demolition layers (34 and 97) which sealed the walls and
internal features of the building. None of the pottery dated
any later than 1400. This suggests the period between the
buildings abandonment and subsequent demolition may
have been relatively short.

AREA a Gig.9)
Excavation revealed a complex of later medieval walls,
cobbled surfaces and deposits relating to the construction
and use of an enclosed yard. Work in the area was limited
due to time factors and concentrated on the removal of
demolition rubble in order to expose and record as large an
area of the yard and walls as possible, accordingly none of
the main structural features were excavated to natural.
Deeper small scale excavation within the enclosure revealed
the  remains  o f  an  ear l ie r  wa l l  (68)  and a  layer  (94)
reflecting earlier (Phase 2),but unspecified" activity prior to
the development of the yard.

ASMR 1334
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Building 6
Buifding 1 NW
Harry Stoke, Avon
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Structure 7
ASMR1334

HarryStoke, Avon.
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Medieval (Phase 2)
Wal l  68 was sealed beneath an area of  f ragmentary
limestone slabs (60) which appeared to have formed part of
the later (Phase 3) yard surface. Only the southern face of
the wall was exposed where it was roughly coursed and
faced of limestone rubble. Early 13th century pottery was
recovered from a soil layer (94) which butted the southern
face of the wall and lay below remnants of later floor slabs.

Medieval (Phase 3)
The later medieval yard (Structure 7) was formed by a
roughly squared arrangement of drystone walls (Figure 9)
and wall foundations (63). All of the walls were roughly
coursed and faced and built of l imestone rubble. Less
substantial walls (65, 89 and 67) were preserved which
appeared to represent the remains of internal divisions or
bays. Where the demolition rubble was fully excavated
other internal features were revealed includine stone drains

(61 and 66), slabbed and compacted stone surfaces (60 and
71) and areas of well consolidated cobbling (69,90 and 93).
Limited excavation of the demolition layer revealed a dense
horizon of f inds at the interface of the rubble and the
underlying yard surfaces (60, 90 etc.) which included
approximately two thousand l4th century (1300-1350)
pottery sherds, animal bone, iron objects and worked stone
plus quantities of oyster shell, a small number of copper
alloy fittings and strips and worked bone objects. Further
14th century pottery and finds were recovered from a
rubbish heap (64) which had accumulated against the
external face of the west wall (62).

Medieval (Phase 4)
The walls forming the yard were demolished the rubble
was subsequently spread to form a thin but compacted
layer sealing the underlying archaeology.
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Plate 2 Building 5 and possible 'guarderobe' room

AREA 5 (Fig. 11)
Area 5 was located to the south of the main earthworks on
the si te and si tuated across a boundary formed by a
holloway orientated northwest to southeast. The holloway
appeared to separate the focus of the farmstead immediately
to the northeast, from ridge and furrow earthworks to the
southwest. The main structures and deposits recorded in
Area 5 were associated with the earlier medieval (Phases 1
and 2) settlement of the site and related to the construction
and use of two ovens or kilns (Structures 3 and 4 below).
During the post medieval period material for a trackway
(252,253 and 254) was deposited across the eastern eorner
of the area and stone lined land drains (267 and 293) were
constructed. During the 18th and 19th centuries domestic
rubbish was dumped in the southwest corner of the site.

Medieval (Phase l): Strutcture 3 Plate 3
Structure 3 was built during the seconcl half of the I2th
century .  The remains  o f  the  s t ruc tu re  inc luded a
semicircular sect ion of  drystone foundat ion wal l  (281)
which was set jnto a shallow foundation trench. The rubble
forming the footing had been randomly set within the
foundation trench although in places one or two coursed
stones were preserved above it. The northern end of the arc
of the wall appeared to have been disturbed and beyond that
point associated activity was represented by an area of
limestone cobbling (283). Wall 281 was butted along its
northern face and to the west by a distinctive dark grey soil
layer (255) which extended beneath the cobbling (283) as
far as a stone-lined and covered drain (268), which ran into
the holloway. Layer 255 contained significant quantities of
12th century pottery as well as animal bone and a number
of whetstones. The northern face of the holloway was
consolidated with a layer of roughly packed limestone and
rarer sandstone rubble (269).

To the west of, and within, the structure partly defined by
Wall 281 were a group of features and deposits (270,289,
284, 279,280 and 290) which appeared to represent the
remains of an internal oven or kiln structure. The core of
the structure consisted of a layer of heat affected Pennant
sandstone slabs (270) which were set into an underlying
layer of friable pale sandy silt and ash (290). Immediately to
the northwest of this layer (270), and surrounded by a dense
concentration of carbonised material and charcoal (284),

were two groups of edge-set limestone slabs (289) which
appeared to represent the entrance to a stoke-hole or hearth.
The charcoal rich layer (284) also lay above a rectangular
setting of smaller sandstone stones, immediately inside the
edge-set slabs (289), which were discoloured and powdered
as a result of intense scorching.

The floor or surface formed by the sandstone surface
(270) was slightly raised in relation to the surrounding area
and faded out immediately adjacent to the spread of the
rubble which was set into the northern face of the holloway.
Along its northern edge layer 270 was bounded by a soil
layer (279) which contained late 12th and ear ly 13th
century pottery and animal bone. Layer 279 butted the
internal face of wall foundation 281 and contained a linear

Fig. 10
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spread of small limestone stones and rubble (280) which
may have served as a foundation for the body of the oven or
kiln. Layers 279,290 and 284 lay above a l ight brown
natural clay (256) which was variously exposed in the area
immediately below later demolition rubble (282).

To the southeast of the densest area of cobbling (283)
further thin and patchy cobbling (286) was preserved above
a thin veneer of occupation layer 255 or natural clay (256).
Where it was best preserved the cobbling appeared to
represent a narrow path (286) which had been laid from the
entrance or stoke-hole slabs (289) towards the northwest.
The distribution and variation in the concentration of the
cobbling in the area suggested that the boundary of the
structure as a whole (Structure 3), which was formed along
i ts  eas tern  s ide  by  wa l l  foundat ion  281,  o r ig ina l l y
continued in an arc to the southwest as indicated by the
southern edge of the denser cobbling (283).

Medieval (Phase I): Structure 4
(Not illustrated in detail)
Structure 4 appeared to represent a second oven or kiln. It
was preserved as a slightly raised and roughly circular
spread of heat affected Pennant sandstone slabs which lay
above a layer of friable lime rich ash. The layers formirrg
the structure extended beyond the area of excavation to the
north and where exposed, were not completely excavated to
the underlying natural (256 and 278). A soil layer relating
to the use of the structure contained 12th century pottery,
primarily from domestic cooking andlor storage vessels.
Unlike the sandstone surface within Structure 3 (270,
above) no evidence was recorded to suggest that Structure 4
was originally enclosed within alarger structure although it
was clearly used for a similar purpose.

Structures I  & 9
Harry Stoke, Avon
Area 6
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Medieval (Phase 2): Structure 3
The wal led k i ln or oven (Structure 3,  Figure l3)  was
demol ished and the  remains  were  sea led  beneath  a
compacted Iayer of demolition rubble (282, not illustrated)
which contained 13th century pottery.

Post Medieval
Two limestone packed land drains (267 and 263) were dug
across the area. The features were bonded at  their
southeastern junction and extended beyond the excavation
area to the west and north. The stone packing fi l led a
rectangular and straight sided cut into the natural clay
which appeared to have been constructed by hand. No
dating evidence was recovered fiom two excavated sections
(not illustrated). The southern end of drain 263 cut through
medieval layer 269.

AREA 6 (Fig. 12)
Medieval: Period II (Phase 3)
A soil layer (202) containing late l3th and early l4th
century pottery and animal bone was recorded in the
northwestern corner of the area. The layer appeared to butt
an L shaped section of coursed and faced drystone wall
(210) orientated northeast to southwest. Natural clay (215)
was exposed between and below a patchy layer of limestone
rubb le  immedia te ly  to  the  south  o f  the  wa l l .  The
northeastern end of wall 210 formed a right angled return to
the southeast where it was butted by a layer of heat affected
limestone and sandstone slabs (288), possibly the remains
of a hearth. An area of rough cobbling (2ll) appeared to
extend beyond the excavation area towards the northeast.
The layer faded out before the northeastern corner of wall
210 although it may have been a contemporary feature
as it extended below a later segment of drystone wall (209)
and contained a few sherds of later medieval pottery
(1300-13s0) .

Undated (Medieval Phase 3 or later)
The poorly preserved remains of an L shaped section of
drystone wall (209) lay above layer 202 and cobbling 211.
The wall was butted and/or overlain by a thin horizon of
l imestone rubble (212,216 and 213) which lay direct ly
below the topsoil.

Feature 214 consisted of a section of drystone wall
orientated southwest to northeast. The wall was preserved
immediately below the topsoil and constructed directly
above the natural clay (2I5), at the shoulder of a stone
packed surface (207) which sloped down towards Harry
Stoke Road.

Insufficient evidence was preserved in Area 6 to date the
construction of walls 209 and 214 with any precision or to
determine their structural relationship although layer 202
appeared to provided a terminus post quem for wall 209.

THE FINDS
In most instances the following finds reports have been
abbreviated. Some reports relating to post medieval finds
(e.g. Glass and Clay Pipe) have been omitted completely.

Full versions of all tfre artefact reports compiled durrng the
project are housed with the project archive.

THE POTTERY Rod Burchill
The assemblage cons is ted  o f  8 ,848 sherds  we igh ing
approx imate ly  95Kg.  Approx imate ly  27% o f  the
assemblage (2,346 sherds weighing 26.399 Kg) were
recovered from unstratified and post medieval contexts. The
remaining pottery was recovered from stratified contexts
and appeared entirely medieval in date although a few
sherds of residual Roman Samian were also recovered. No
prehistoric or Saxon pottery was recovered from the site
although it should be noted that only a small proportion of
the site was excavated to the natural substratum.

All of the medieval pottery recovered was fragmentary
although, in general, the degree of abrasion, whilst variable,
was relatively low, suggesting the material had undergone
limited disturbance after deposition.

The bulk of the medieval pottery (approximately 90%)
consisted of sherds of undecorated coarseware in a range of
fabrics, primarily representing cooking and storage vessels
although a small number were decorated with simple
incised wavy and l inear designs. The relat ively smal l
number (approximately l0%) of glazed sherds within the
medieval assemblage appeared to represent a small number
of jugs and splash decorated cooking vessels (provisionally
identified as Ham Green and North Wiltshire [Minety]
wares respectively). The nature of the site (no negative soil
features were recorded) did not, however, provide for the
preservat ion of  any s ingle strat igraphic and ceramic
sequence.

Some broad degree of variation in the distribution of
medieval pottery was apparent during excavation in that the
vast majority of the glazed and decorated sherds were
recovered either from within or immediately adjacent to the
main stone buildings on the site. The pottery assemblage
recovered from the southern area of the site, in the vicinity
of a curved stone wall (Structure 3) which may have formed
part of a large oven or kiln structure, contained very few
decorated or glazed sherds.

Date Range
The material ranged in date from the late Roman to Modern
periods. The Roman fabrics were entirely residual and not
significant to the assemblage.

After excluding the Roman material the pottery falls into
two distinct groups: a late post-medieval to modern group
associated with a trackway, rubbish dump and the topsoil;
and an entirely medieval one associated with the excavated
structures.  There was a c lear chronological  gap in the
ceramic sequence with no significant material for the 15th
to 17th centuries.

A start  date somet ime in the mid- I2th century is
suggested for the assemblage with the exclusively medieval
group having an end date during the 14th century probably
around the 1350's. The small number of 1lth/early l2th
century sherds are probably residual in these contexts.

A minor problem exits with the need to rely on the Ham
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Green wares to dare some contexts. The lugs have recently
been subject to much tighter dating (Ponsford 1991) but a
problem still exists with the coarseware, with a date range
from the mid-T2th to sometime in the 13th century, no
complete chronology of form has yet been devised although
some forms are datable. Few of the North Avon Gritty
wares are yet datable except by association.

The post-medieval groups are all common 18th and 19th
century wares although a few sherds may be from vessels
current in the last decades of the lTth century. Apart from a
rubbish dump in Area 5 all contexts in this group show a
high level of residual material.

Fabrics and Forms
Mater ia l  f rom the  pos t -med ieva l  g roup is  no t  fu l l y
discussed here, suffice to say that the wares are those
typical of the 1Sth/19th centuries, the majority of which are
products of the Staffordshire and Bristol industries.

Within the medieval group six wares predominate: Ham
Green, Bristol/Redcliffe, lime gritted wares from North
West Wiltshire (Minety), a shell and quartz grrtted ware,
flint tempered micaceous ware and a group of coarse quaftz
gritted fabrics currently known as North Avon Gritty ware.

The Ham Green wares in the assemblage included the
standard cookpot fabric, the coarser "proto" Ham Green
cookpot fabric and class A, B and Intermediate jugs.

Those at t r ibuted to Br istol /Redcl i f fe included the
standard and highly decorated jugs, jugs in the slightly later
(post 1300) pink fabric, one sherd in the Redcliffe Late
fabric (post 1350), a fine white/buff fabric attributed to
Bristol and the rose quartz tempered fabric designated as
254 rn the Bristol type series.

The North West Wilts lime gritted wares included hand
built and the post 1300 wheel thrown products.

Amongst the shell and quartz tempered wares three
fabrics were identified: two very similar but probably from
different kilns on stylistic grounds and a third coarser 1lth
century fabric. These are as yet unsourced but are very
common in the Bristol area and are felt to be of local
manufacture.

The flint tempered wares are a group of fabrics with
varying amounts of flint, mica and calcareous inclusions,
presently unsourced but all within the acceptable range for
Bristol 46lBath A.

North Avon Gritty Ware is the name currently being
given to a group of fabrics all heavily tempered with quartz,
with or without additional inclusions, and only recorded
from sites in north Avon (pre 1974 South Gloucestershire).

A number of  other fabr ic types occurred in smal l
numbers one of which a quafiz gritted jug fabric believed to
be of south Gloucestershire (?Thornbury) origin is a key
date type. (Burchill forthcoming.)

Two imports were noted both from South-west France.
The range of forms was very restricted and consisted

entirely of cookpots/storage jars and jugs none of which
appear to be untypical. Although flint tempered ware was
present in some quantity there were no obvious examples of
"west country dishes" or jugs in that fabric. There would
appear to be no tripod prtchers rn the assemblage although

HARRY STOKE: YOUNG 42

sherds in hand built lime tempered fabric may possibly
include this form. fhe jugs include a number of highly
decorated examples but none are perhaps of the highest
quality.

The Contexts
An ana lys is  o f  con tex ts  by  sherd  count ,  we igh t  and
provisional date was undertaken the results of which can be
found in the excavation archive.

WORIGD STONE
Only twenty-four worked stone objects were recovered
during the excavation. Of this small assemblage two obiects
were recovered from unstratified contexts. The remainder
of the finds were recovered from secure dated medieval
contexts located within and adjacent to stone buildings.

The bulk of the assemblage consisted of Pennant type
sandstone objects although it also included a single schist
whetstone (SF 13), probably a Scandinavian import, a finer
sandstone whetstone (SF 67) and a number of  f iner
mudstone spindle whorls (SFs 24, 33 and 38).

The majority of the stone artefacts recovered were fairly
typical of medieval rural assemblages which have been
recorded elsewhere in the region (e.g. Eckweek-Young and
Kidd forthcoming) reflecting essentially domestic and
agricultural activity. The assemblage included the upper and
lower halves of two rotary querns, a small number of flat
and rod shaped whetstones, a few fragments of roof tile,
four spindle whorls and three probable pot lids. Two larger
dressed sandstone blocks (SF 80) and a semicircular slab
(SF 8l) were also found. Both the objects were recovered
from Area 4, inside the 14th century yar{ although their
function remains unclear.

Typology and Date range
On the basis of associated pottery and stratigraphy the
majority of the stone objects date from the 14th century
although two rod shaped whetstones (SF's 100 and 110) and
a polished pebble (SF 88) were recovered from a l2th
century layer (255) in Area 5.

The range of worked stone artefacts from the site is
restricted and primarily consisted of domestic objects
although the larger sandstone blocks from Area 4 may have
been structural.

THE FLINT
The assemblage of  f l int  consisted of  174 fragments
weighing 5079. Of these 18 fragments weighing 85g were
recovered from the topsoil. The remaining fragments were
either recovered from deposits and layers dating from the
medieval period, and hence in reworked and residual
contexts.

The bulk of the assemblage was in relatively fresh
condition and not abraded, suggesting the material has
undergone very limited transportation since its deposition.
The collection included a number of relatively small struck
and retouched tools including thumb and end scrapers,
blades and prepared cores.
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Catologue of finds

1  C o p p e r  a l l o y  p e n d a n t  ( x Z )  -  S F  1  6 ;
unstratified, ?medieval

2 Bone button - SF86; context 264, l4th century
3 Schist whetstone - SF13; context 33, t4th

century
4 Copper alloy tweezers - SF45; context 119, IZ00-

t250
5 Mudstone spindle whorl - SF38; context 59, I4th

century
6 Clay spindle whorl SF33; context 14th century
7 Sandstone spindle whorl SF23; context 68, l4th

century
8 Mudstone spindle whorl SF24; context 59 l4th

century
9 Iron spearhead - SF12; context 33, l4th century
10 Bone button SF8; context 18, 13th century
11 Lead ?counter - SF20; context 43, pre 1250
12 Iron arrowhead - context 256, ?l2th-13th century
13 Decorated bronze strip - SF27; context 94, l3th

century
14 Socketed iron arrowhead SFl; context 6, ?l4th

century
15 Iron buckle - SF27; context 101, 14th century
16 Socketed iron object SF25; unstratified
17 Barbed iron arrowhead - SF18; context 82, ?l4th

century
18 Iron knife blade - SF60; context 6, ?I4th century

O c m l O--r

Rotary querns from within Building 5 - 14th century
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19 Cookpot with''incised decoration - SFIT; context
149, pre 1200 (BPT 114)

2a Rim of cookpot/storage jar with incised decoration;
context 202, late 13th - early l4th century

2I Decorated rimsherd with narrow hole below rim-
SF40; context 59,l4th century

22 Applied face from a decorated jug. probably
Bristol/Redcliffe product - SFl4; conte3, l4th
century

23 Body sherd from cookpot/storage jar with incised
decoration - ?NW Wilts.; context 33, l4th century

24 Cookpot; context 29, mid-l,ate l}th century
25 Base of jug or storage vessel with thumb impressed

base and thin external green glaze; context 201,
medieval

26 Cookpot with hooked rim; context 30 mid/tate 12th
century

27 Handmade cookpot - SFl09; context 262, pre 1[;A}
28 Cookpot/storage jar decorated with fingertip

impressions; context Il9, 1200-1250
29 Body sherd from cookpot decorated with applied

strip and incised lines (BpT 32); context 279. Earlv
13th century

30 Base of sandstone rotary quern
14th century

31 Top of sandstone rotary quern -
14th centurv

- SF31; context 98.

SF32; context 101,

Fig. 15
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Typology and Date Range
Approximately 45 f l int  tools or ut i l ised f lakes were
recovered plus a small number of what are probably later
str ike-a- l ights.  The bulk of  the tools and cores were
relatively small with fine retouch, a characteristic best
attributed to Neolithic or Bronze Age industries. A small
group of blades and backed points formed of a distinctive
cream flint had a thick brown post-deposition patina. These
appeared to be of an earlier date, possibly Palaeolithic.

THE METALWORK by Anne Thompson
All the metal objects were initially examined by Margaret
Brooks at the Salisbury Conservation Laboratory to assess
conservation requirements. All the iron objects, six copper
alloy, and one lead object were X-rayed for identification
purposes.

The Assemblage

Quantification of Finds (by material category)
Copper alloy
Lead
Silver
Iron

Provenance
Of the 36 copper alloy objects, 26 originate from stratified
depos i ts .  One ob jec t  i s  res idua l  Roman,  n ine  are  o f
medieval date, ten post medieval and six modern. The three
lead objects are all from stratified deposits, two of medieval
date and one post medieval. The one silver object was
recovered from an unstratified deposit but is of medieval
date. All the 490 iron objects are from stratified deposits
with 16 from contexts of un-assigned ceramic date, 288 of
medieval date,75 of post-medieval and 111 of modern date.

Tabulated Summary
All the metal finds recovered from the excavation are listed
in Table l. The finds are identified by material category
(copper alloy, lead, silver and iron) in context order. Where
small find numbers are available these are also included.
The provisional dating of each context is as provided by the
pottery analysis.

DISCUSSION
Copper Alloy objects
Seven copper alloy objects were recovered from the topsoil
inc lud ing  a  res idua l  Roman brooch ( f ibu la )  and
medieval/post-medieval types of fitting/ferrule. Three coins
and a button were recovered from the post-medieval
trackway (259), whilst four buttons, a thimble, and a ring
were found in the post-medieval rubbish dump (265). The
nine copper alloy objects from medieval contexts comprise
three studs, a hook, a fitt ing, tweezers and three small
strips/fragments. As expected the range of copper alloy
objects f rom the si te represents both personal  i tems
(buttons, coins and tweezers), and household items, such as
thimbles, hooks, studs, and fittings. The unstratified finds
compr ised four  bu t tons ,  two co ins ,  a  th imb le ,  a
strip/fragment and two other unidentified objects.

Lead objects
Lead objects recovered from the excavation consisted of a
counter, a fitting and a strip of medieval date, and a lead
strip from the post medieval rubbish dump (265). The
medieval strip from layer 102 may represent a fragment of
window leading.

Iron Objects
The assemblage of  i ron artefacts includes only a few
personal items such as buckles and knives. The majority of
the objects represent functional items, such as the key,
padlock, latch, and tools (chisel. divider and punches),
together with structural objects, such as strap hinges, hinge
pivots, hooks, fittings, staples and nails/bolts (for timber).
The three arrowheads and three socketed points found were
probably used for hunting as much as for weapons. Fifteen
horseshoes with numerous associated (fiddle key) nails
represented evidence of  the use of  horses on the si te
presumably for transport and labour although no bits or
other horse trappings were found. One cattle shoe fragment
was identified together with various rods, bars, and sheet
fragments of no identifiable function.

Small quantities of iron working slag was recovered from
the site, all of which were of medieval date. The material
suggests some form of smithing activity may have been
undertaken on the site.

- 3 6
- 3
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- 490
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THE CARBONISED PLANT REMAINS by Julie Jones
Samples for  environmental  analysis were taken from
a series of features including floor layers, a drain fi l l
and layers adjacent to oven or kiln structures (Structures 3
and 4).

Five samples were examined for carbonised plant
remains. The samples were small, varying in size from 500
grams to 2kg. A quantity of material from layer 255 (Area
5) was also sieved during the excavation. The remaining
samples were flotation sieved by Tertia Barnett in the
Department of Geography, University of Bristol. They were
washed over a 250 micron sieve, and the residues onto a
500 micron mesh. These were then dried and sorted by the
author under a binocular microscope. The carbonised plant
remains recovered are listed in Table 2. Classification of the
weed species,  and habi tat  informat ion is taken from
Claphan, Tutin and Moore (1987).

The earliest deposits examined dated to the 12th century.
They were recovered from a soil floor layer (30) inside
Building 1, and charcoal rich layers (284 and255) adjacent
to the entrance of oven or kiln structures in Area 5. Context
30 produced the richest assemblage of charred grain, chaff
and weed seeds, whilst the deposits from the area of the
ovens/kilns produced predominantly grain. The principal
component in these deposits was cereal grain. Many of the
cereals have been classified as indeterminate due to their
poor preservation. It was, however, possible to distinguish
free-threshing wheat (Triticum spp) from the more rounded
caryopses and steeply angled embryo. This is a naked
wheat, where the grains are only loosely held in the glumes,
and so are easily freed from the ears with threshing. There
are two main groups of naked wheat identified in Britain;
the tetraploids, including macaroni or hard wheat (Triticum
durum) and rivet wheat (Trit icum turgidum), and the
hexaploids, the bread wheats (Triticum aestivum). Other
wheat identified as Triticum sp is also likely to fall within
these categories. One grain was identified as either emmer
or bread wheat (Tr i t icum dicoccum/aest ivum),  as i ts
morphology was ambiguous, though emmer is unlikely
from a medieval site.

There are no usable characters for the differentiation of
grains of the various groups of free-threshing wheats.
Identification of the chaff, the waste products from grain
processing is a more useful criteria in the identification of
the types of wheat present. Context 30 produced internodes
of both rivet/hard wheat (tetraploid) and bread wheat
(hexaploid) types. The tetraploid rachis internode is straight
sided with thickenings or swellings under the glume base
which are absent in the hexaploid internodes which are of a
more curved 'shield' shape.

A few carbonised and si l ic i f ied wheat/bar ley awn
fragments were also present in the floor layer (30). These
suggest firing at high temperatures in oxidising conditions.
The chaff  recovered from this context  ( i .e.  the rachis
fragments and awns) represents the small, lighter elements
which would have been removed as fine waste towards the
end of processing. It is often thought to have been used as
tinder in household fires, although surprisingly no chaff
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was recovered from the vicinity of the oven/kiln structures.
Two fragments of charred hazel nuts from a deposit (255)
rdjacent to one of these structures, may indicate the use
of fuel.

Barley was also present, identif ied from its spindle-
shaped grains, and the more angular shaped grains of hulled
bar ley could also be dist inguished. There were s ingle
examples  o f  bo th  s t ra igh t  (symmet r ica l )  and tw is ted
(asymmetrical) grains which suggests that six row barley
was de f in i te ly  p resent  and two row bar ley  may a lso
have been.

Only a few oat grains were recovered but unfortunately
no floret bases to suggest whether the wild or cultivated
forms were present.

Some of the legumes may also have been cultivated.
perhaps for use as a fodder crop. As the hilum on the seed
was not preserved, in most cases, it was not possible to
distinguish the species. However, on the basis of the size of
the two seeds from context 30, it has been suggested that
field bean (Viciafaba) was present

a. length: 8.5cm
b. leneth: 8cm

breadth: 6cm
breadth: 7.4cm

Other legumes have been identif ied as pea/vetchitare
(Pisum/Vicia/Lathvrus sp).  I t  is  a lso possible that  the
common vetch may have been the cultivated form (Viciu
sativa subsp sativa). Legumes would have been of value
in a crop rotation system, and are often used today as a
green manure to be dug into the soil providing a valuable
form of nitrogen.

Many of  the weeds recovered are common plants of
disturbed ground and are often found in charred cereal
assemblages suggesting their presence as arable weeds.
Narrow-frui ted cornsalad (Valer ianel la dentata),  corn
chamomile (Anthemis arvensis) and brome (Bromus sp) are
often found in medieval deposits, together with stinking
mayweed (Anthemis cotula), a species which prefers heavy.
damp so i l s .  C leavers  (Ga l ium apar ine)  i s  an  au tumn
germinating species, and therefore would tend to grow as a
weed in autumn sown rather than spring sown crops (Jones
1978) .  Other  spec ies  such as  docks  (Rumex spp)  and
bartsiaieyebright (Odontites/Euphrasia), cover a wide range
of habitats and may include waste ground and grassland as
well as arable fields.

Some of the species are more often typical of grassland
and may represent field margins or more marginal, damp
ground nearby. Grassland herbs include smooth tare (L'icia
tetrasperma), medickiclover (Medicago/Trfolium) and
ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata), a species typical of
open. grazed and trampled grassland. Many of the grasses
would also have been growing in this situation. Species of
meadow grass (Poa sp) can tolerate both dry and damp
condit ions.  Timothy grass (Phleunt sp) today is grown
extensively for grazing or hay, but is also common on field
margins and the moist  soi ls of  water meadows. Damper
condi t ions are also indicated by the presence of  rushes
(Jttncus spp) and sedges (Carex spp). Common spike-rush

(Eleocharis palustris/uniglumis) and ragged robin (Lychnis

flos-cuculi) are also typical of damp marshy conditions, and
will tolerate standing water. Eleocharis palustris requires
water at, or above, soil level during the spring period of
active rhizome growth (Walters 1949).

The soils in the Harry Stoke area today are described by
the Soil Survey of England and Wales (1984), as "slowly
permeable seasonally waterlogged clayey soils with similar
fine loamy, over clayey soils." Current land use is winter
cereals and short term grassland. Seasonally waterlogged
soils would have provided conditions for the growth of the
damp loving species mentioned, and stinking mayweed
would have flourished in such heavy, damp soils.

I t  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  l o o k  a t  t h e  p e r c e n t a g e s  o f
grarnlchaff/weeds from the earliest deposits discussed
above. The two layers adjacent to the possible oven/kiln
structures both contained a high percentage of grain (89%
in 284, and 860/o-100% in 255), and no chaff. It may be
possible to suggest that the ovens were used for drying
grain at some stage prior to baking and that periodically
some w'as accidentally burnt. The proportion of weeds is
low in both contexts, and is predominantly grasses, which
may represent hay used as tindeq together with a few hazel
nut fragments, also used as tinder. In contrast floor layer 30
has a lower percentage of grain (36% grain, 62oh weeds and
2% chaff). Apart from the possible cultivated legumes
(which account for less than3o/o of the total) the weed seeds
are small and may represent the fine sievings from crop
processing which may also have been used as t inder in
hearths and ovens, the redeposited ash being accumulated in
the floor layer.

Two of the contexts are dated to 1300-1350 AD. These
are a soil layer (213\, possibly a floor remnant, and a drain
fi l l  (110-100). The drain fi l l  only produced one oat grain,
part  of  a vetch and a s ingle f ig- leaved goosefoot seed
(Chenopodium f ic i fu l ium),  a plant of  d isturbed, of ten
nutrient-rich ground. The possible floor layer produced a
few free-threshing wheat grains, other indeterminate cereals
and some vetches.

A l t h o u g h  t h e  n u m b e r s  o f  c h a r r e d  c e r e a l  r e m a i n s
recovered from the deposits at Harry Stoke were not large,
they have produced interesting evidence for the cultivation
of rivet/hard wheat. It was always thought that bread wheat
types were the major wheats grown in Medieval Britain, but
there is increasing evidence for the cultivation of rivet/hard
wheat (Moffett 1989). There are differences in the quality
of the different types of wheat. Bread wheat has a high
gluten content, which is important in producing a l ighter
bread, while rivet/hard wheat is a soft mealy grain. It would
have produced a denser bread than the bread-wheat types,
but may have been mixed with the flour of bread wheats
for baking. Percival (1921) also suggests that it may have
been used in biscuit making. Rivet (Tr"iticum turgidum) and
l r a r d  w h e a t  ( T r i t i c u m  d u r u m )  c a n n o t  b e  s e p a r a t e d
morphologically, but it is most l ikely that rivet is known to
have been cul t ivated in th is country f rom documentary
sources (Moffett I 989).

Other examples of  f inds of  f ree-threshing tetraploid



wheat from the south-west include waterlogged rachis
remains from the l3th century waterfront at Bristol, and
charred fragments from a late l2tVl3th century priory barn
in Taunton, Somerset (Moffett 1989). Perhaps the best
comparison is from the medieval farmstead at Eckweek,
southwest of Bath (Carruthers in prep.). Although much
larger assemblages of charred material were recovered from
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Eckweek (Young and Kidd fbrthcoming), the assemblage is
dominated by wheat grain with smaller amounts of barley
and oats, as at Harfy Stoke. Rachis fragments of both
rivet/hard wheat and bread wheat types were also recovered.
Legumes were also present and it is suggested that they
formed an important crop at that site.

CEREALS (grain)

Triticum spp 47
(free-threshing

wheat)
Triticum sp 35
(wheat)

T. dicoccum/
aestivum I

(emmer/bread wheat)
Hordeum sp I

(hulled barleyl
straight grain)

Hordeum sp I
(hulled barleyl
twisted grain)

Hordeum sp 8
(barley)

Hordeum sp
(barley/

straight grain)

Avena sup 3
(oat)

Avena/Bromus sp
(oat brome)

Indeterminate cereals 26

CHAFF
Triticum
turgidum/durum 4
(rivet/hard
wheat internodes)

Triticum aestivo-
compactum s.l I
(bread/club

wheat internode)
Triticum sp I

(tough rachis
internode)

Triticum/
Hordeum sp +

(wheat/barley

awn frags)
Triticum sp +

(wheat awn frags

silicified)

CARYOPHLLACEAE
Lychnis flos-

cuculi L.
(ragged robin)

Table 2

Contextno. 30 110-100 213 255 255
Sampleno. 501 502 503 504 504,4
Weight (en) 600 Zke 400 s00 7s0

Carbonised Plant Remains: Harrv Stoke

284 HABITAT
505

a 4
J I

J J

30 110-100 2r3
501 s02 s03
600 Zks. 400

CHENOPODIACEAE
Chenopodium

ficifolium Sm I
(fig-leaved goosefoot)

LEGUMINOSAE
LathymS/Viciaspp 4 | 3

(tarelvetch)

LathynrsA/icia/
Pisum spp I
(tarelvetch/pea)

I\{edicago
Lupulina L. 3
(black medick)

Medicago/
Trifolium spp 18
(medick/clover)

Vicia faba L. 2
(field bean)

Vicia c. f.

tetrasperma 5 3
(L.) Schreber
(smooth tare)

c. f. Vicia tefiasperma 24 3
(smooth tare)

Vicia sativa L. 2
(common vetch)

255 255 284 HABITAT
504 5044' 505
500 750

GR

GDR

HSW

DHW

t6

I

9 2 6 25

POLYGONACEAE
Polygonum

aviculare L.
(knotgrass)

Rumex spp
(dock)

CORYLACEAE
Corylus avellana L.

(hazel)

SOLANACEAE
Solanu dulcamara L. I
(woody nightshade)

SCROPHULARACEAE
Odontites/
Euphrasia spp 7
(batsia/eyebright)

2f
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30  I  l 0 -100  213
501 502 503
600 2ke 400

PLANTAGINACEAE
Plantago
lanceolata L. 5
(ribwort plantain)

RUBIACEAE

Galium aparine L. I
(cleavers)

VALERIANACEAE
Valerianella dentata

(narrow fruited cornsalad)

COMPOSITAE
Anthemis arvensis L. 1

(corn chamomile)
Anthemis cotula L. 1

(stinking mayweed)

marks were recognised during excavation. Unfortunately
there was no policy of soil sieving to recover small fish and
bird bones during excavation although a significant number
of bird bones were recovered from within one of  the
demolished dovecotes (Building 6) on the site.

Animal bones were widely distributed across the areas of
excavation and were recovered from floor deposits within
medieval stone buildings as well as contemporary rubbish
deposits. Very few of the contexts excavated yielded no
bone whatsoever.

The spec ies  recorded dur ing  the  assessment  a re
summarised in Table 3. Most fragments are of cattle, with
pig the next most numerous, followed by sheep. One goat
horn core was present and horse was relatively common.
There was one dog burial. Domestic fowl and geese are
present but relatively few in number. The floor of the
dovecote (Building 6) contained c.60 bones of both mature
and immature domestic pigeons.

WORKED BONE
Five worked bone artefacts were recovered from medieval
contexts during the excavation including two buttons (SF's 8
and 86) and a strip decorated with dot and ctrcle design (SF 26).

OYSTER SHELL

Quantities of complete and fragmentary oyster shells were
recovered from medieval contexts, including floor layer 102
within Building 5. No detailed analysis was undertaken on
the assemblage.

DISCUSSION

PERIOD I: Prehistoric
The small assemblage of flint flakes and tools, in particular
those from Area 5, suggests unspecified Bronze Age or
Neolithic activity on or in the near vicinity of the site.
Li t t le s igni f icance, other than their  presence, can be
attributed to the flints specifically although they support
more recent evidence from sites at Savages Wood (Erskine
forthcoming) and Webbs Farm (Parry 1993) which appear
to  ind ica te  w ider  and more  s ign i f i can t  Bronze Age
settlement and activity in the area than had previously been
thought.

PERIOD II: Medieval

Medieval - (Phase I)

Building I - Farmhouse
Pottery from interior floor layers indicate that Building I

was the earliest stone structure built on the site and that it
was in use by the later 12th century. The date range of the
pottery suggests a construct ion date around 1150 and
occupation thereafter for roughly fifty years, until the turn
o f  the  13 th  century ,  when i t  appears  to  have been
systematically demolished.

Internally the building was slightly less than 5m wide and
at least 8m long. During its use further drystone walls were

JUNCACEAE
Juncus spp 4

(rush)

CYPERACEAE

Carex spp 53
(sedge)

Eleocharis
palustris/uniglumis 2
(spike rush)

GRAMINEAE
Bromus sp | 4

(brome)

c. f. Phleum sp 20 I
(timothy/catstail)

c. f. Poa sp 15
(meadow grass)

Gramineae indet 18 3 I 2

TOTALS 334 3 22 3s 49 115

+ = present

f = fragments

HABITATS: A : arable; C : cultivated; D : disturbed; Da
ground ;  i nc lu  a rab le ;  G  :  g rass land ;  H  -

M :  marsh ;  R  :  roads ide ;  S  :  sc rub ;  W :

h : heavy soils; n: nutrient rich.

255 255 284 HABITAI
504 504,4 505
500 '7 s0

I A

AD

5 ADh

= disturbed
hedgerow;
wood land ;

THE ANIMAL BONE by Dr Dale Sarjeantson
Approx imate ly  2 ,100 an imal  bone f ragments  were
recovered during the excavation. Of this total assemblage a
proportion (c.20%) were recovered from unstratified and
post medieval contexts. The remainder were recovered from
sea led  contex ts  conta in ing  po t te ry  sherds  and o ther
artefacts. Only a representative sample of the assemblage
was assessed during post excavation (Table 3).

The assemblage was genera l l y  in  a  good s ta te  o f
preservation although damage due to limited transportation
and crushing was common. Some evidence of butchery



HARRY STOKE ASSESSMENT OF ANIMAL BONES

12TH.13TH
coN DATE TOTALUNID ID ID rvLrW SG PIG FOW GOOSPIOG DOG HOR OTH

N N N Yo

30 1 2 0 4 2 4
30 1 2 0 1
95 1 2 2 1 1 50.0 1
30 1 2 180 lrlil 37 20.6 6 1 4 4 1 1
43 1 3 87 t 5 72 82.8 I 7 I 0 0 61 0 2
6 1 3 n 1 3 I 40.9 1 4 2 1 1

1 0 1 3 t3 1 0 3 23.1 1 2
n 1 3 1 5 7 I 53.3 1 2 3 1 1
1 8 1 3 31 1 0 21 67.7 1 0 2 7 I 1

TOTI 350 199 151 €.1 24 27 23 5 5 61 o 0 6

I4TH
102 1 4 91 56 35 38.5 7 3 1 2 6 3 4
u 1 4 1 7 t 1 6 35.3 3 0 I 1 1 0 0
59 1 4 517 313 2U 39.5 u 4 48 4 I 1 1 1 2 9

TOTI 625 380 245 39.2 94 47 6l 1 l 5 1 1 1 2 1 3

P-MED AND TOPSOIL
201 MOO 44 25 l 9 43.2 I 6 2 1 2
2s9 PMED 146 67 79 9.1 40 24 I 6
265 PMED 189 89 100 52.9 30 1 0 6 50 3 1

TOTI 379 181 198 52.2 78 40 1 7 0 0 0 51 11 1

Table 3

butted to the outer face of the southern gable wall, possibly
to  subd iv ide  areas  or  yards  w i th in  the  fa rmstead.
Insuff ic ient  evidence was recorded to determine the
detailed layout or internal organisation of the building; for
example there was no evidence to indicate the location of
any doorway or entrance. Internally the earlier soil floor
appears, at least in part, to have been replaced by a rough
layer of stone flooring and overlain in the southwest corner
by a hearth, or perhaps an oven, whose base was formed of
larger limestone slabs (29).

Finds recovered from the floor layers consisted primarily
of pottery relating to domestic cooking or storage vessels
but also included bones of cattle, pigs, sheep/goat and a
goose plus a small number of structural nails and other
metalwork.  Carbonised remains associated with those
artefacts included a relat ively wide range of  p lants,
including bread wheat and weeds (Table 2). Taken as a
whole the variety of the artefactual evidence appears to be
more compatible with a dwelling and cooking activities as
opposed to any single agricultural or industrial process.

Structure 2 -- Dovecote
The dovecote would have housed pigeons for food. The
internal niches provided secure recesses for breeding birds
and subsequently enabled the collection of eggs and the
birds themselves. Comparison with surviving medieval
dovecotes, for example at nearby Winterbourne Court
(Avon SMR 2784) suggests the structure would have risen
to a height of c.5-6m and given the absence of stone tiles
from the site, was most likely capped with a thatched roof.
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The dovecote appears to have had some externai hme
plastering although whether it was originally entirely
plastered remained unclear. No evidence of any support
or foundation for a central timber structure or 'potence'

was preserved although it is still possible some form of
internal structure was used to reach the higher tiers of
nesting boxes.

The phasing of the dovecote remains tentative as its
dating relies upon pottery recovered from the internal
demolition rubble. Stylistically it is significantly different
from the second dovecote in Area 3 (Figure 8) an{ on that
basis alone, it seems unlikely that the two buildings were
contemporary.  Simi lar  dovecotes have been recorded
elsewhere in the region, notably at Englishcombe near Bath
and ad jacent  to  Br is to l  Cathedra l  (Boore  1979) .  The
dovecote recorded to the rear of Bristol Cathedral appears
to have been stylistically very similar to Building 2 at
Harry Stoke although it was of a significantly later date
(14th century).

Structures 3 and 4 - Kilns/Ovens (Fig. 13)
Structures 3 and 4 (Area 5) relate to ear l ier  medieval
activity within the settlement, primarily during the 12th
century, and contemporary with the occupation of Building
1. The structures were of similar form, each consisting of a
core of roughly circular and slightly raised heat affected
sandstone slabs set onto a lime rich bedding layer.

Evidence from Structure 3,  which was more ful ly
excavated" suggests the sandstone core formed the base of a
firing chamber for a drying oven which was heated by the
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stoke-hole or hearth at its base. The analysis of carbonised
deposits which were recovered from that area (Table 2
above) recorded very high percentages of cereal grain
which suggests that both structures were for drying grain as
opposed to baking.

St ruc ture  4  (no t  i l l us t ra ted)  appears  to  have been
freestanding with a north facing stoke-hole or hearth.
Structure 3 was enclosed to the east by a curved stone wall
(281) and it is possible the rear of the kiln itself was formed
by the wall. Variation in the density of a cobbled surface to
the west (283) suggests that, overall, the kiln operated
within an oval enclosure, possibly fenced adjacent to the
cobbling and bounded to the south by the northern bank of
the holloway.

The kilns were certainly abandoned by the early 13th
century al though pottery f rom contemporary layers
suggests their  use was probably conf ined to the 12th
century. Later medieval activity in the area they occupied
appears to have been confined to the continued use of the
holloway.

Medieval (Phases 2-3)

Building 5 - Farmhouse (Figs 6a, 6b and 10)
Building 5 appears to have been constructed and in use by
the early 13th century, perhaps replacing Building I as the
main farmhouse on the site. The accumulation of a floor
layer  (119)  in  a  southern  an te- room (Room 2) ,  i t se l f
possibly an addition, by 1250 makes it feasible that the
building was constructed as early as c.1200. No early floor
layers were preserved within the main room of the building
(Room 1) although the central drain, which probably acted
as a general soakaway, almost certainly formed part of its
original layout. Elements of a stone floor, which appeared
to have developed as a haphazard accumulation by the latest
phase of occupation, may also have been laid during its
earlier use.

No clear evidence was preserved to indicate the location
of the original entrances to the building. The west wall,
partially demolished during later rebuilding, was originally
continuous at least as a foundation course. Later rebuilding
incorporated a new west doorway and it is possible its
position reflected the location of an earlier entrance.

An extension was butted onto the northwest corner of the
original farmhouse during the later 13th century. No clear
evidence was recovered from within the room to indicate its
function although it may have served as a Gaurderobe. The
latest phase in the structural development of the farmhouse
involved major reconstruction of the south and west walls
and a southeastern extension, possibly a fur ther room
(Room 4). The south wall was virtually doubled in width by
the addition of an external and internal stone facing. At the
same t ime the west wal l  was demol ished and replaced
outside the line of the original. The new west wall had a
doorway and possibly a low window, which was suggested
by the facing at the south end of wall 20 and a lower shelf
fo rmed by  wa l l  7 .  The reason fo r  these subs tan t ia l
alterations was not clear. The orieinal walls (19 and 107)

showed no srgn of subsidence or rnstability which would
have warranted major supporting work. It is possible the
extension of the foundations was needed to support an
upper story although, if so, it is difficult to understand why
a large section of the original south wall was actually
demolished at the same time and why other walls were not
also reinforced.

. Whatever the reasons for the redevelopment the work
appears to have been undertaken somewhere between
c . 1 3 2 5 - 1 3 5 0 ,  a s  i n d i c a t e d  b y  l a y e r  1 0 4 .  I t  m a y  b e
significant that the rebuilding appears to coincide with a
documented change in ownership to the Berkeley family
around the same time.

Finds from inside the building, in particular from floor
l a y e r s  1 0 1  a n d  1 0 2 ,  i n c l u d e d  p o t t e r y ,  q u e r n s t o n e s ,
whets tones ,  meta lwork  and an imal  bone ( the  la t te r
indicating geese, chicken, pork and beef was prepared
and lor  ea ten) .  The assemblage appeared to  re f lec t
essent ia l l y  domest ic  ac t i v i t y  assoc ia ted  w i th  food
prepara t ion  in  the  area  o f  a  smal l  hear th  (105) .  The
distribution of the floor layers and the bulk of the finds
appeared signi f icant as they were located within the
northern half of the room. Their distribution suggests, in
common with similar rural medieval buildings excavated in
the regron at Barrowmead (Rahtz. P 1960-1) and Eckweek
(Young and Kidd forthcoming), that the room may have
been subdivided into at least two bays, the domestic activity
apparent ly undertaken in the larger north bay. The
distribution of structural metalwork inside the building, in
particular hinge pivots and a barrel padlock, suggests that
by the 14th century the bui ld ing also had an eastern
doorway, possibly slightly offset and to the north of the
western entrance.

Structure 7 - The Yard (Fig. 9)
The majority of the walls and features exposed in Area 4
were associated with an enclosed yard whose use was
confined to the first half of the 14th century. Although its
main walls were not excavated the range of pottery and
other artefacts which were recovered suggest that it was
probably set out and built around 1300. Only a relatively
small area of its interior was investigated in detail and it is
clear further excavation would have significantly enhanced
interpretation.

Although the walls forming the yard had suffered some
disturbance it appeared to have at least two entrances. The
southern entrance, separated by wal ls 89 and 87, was
narrow and" judging by walls 88 and 92, contrnued to the
south where it became slightly wider. A northern entrance
was indicated between the end of wall 87 and wall 57,
although again the latter had suffered some disturbance. It
is possible there was a third entrance in the western corner
formed by the gap between wal ls 62 and 45, perhaps
leading to the farmhouse (Building 5).

The interior of the yard appeared to have been segregated
into discreet areas indicated by variations in the type of
surfaces which were laid and a covered drain (66). Further
subdivision was indicated by frasments of interior walling



(65 and 67). It is possible the variation between floors 60
and 71, which were laid with larger flagstones, and other
areas of well consolidated, but rough, cobbling (69, 90
and 93), reflects the division of the yard into a central
open enclosure which was flanked by covered stalls or
work areas.

Finds recovered from inside the yard seem to confirm
this interpretation. The metalwork assemblage (see Table 1)
contains mostly structural items, including nails, straps and
hinge pivots, plus horseshoes and associated fiddle key
nails. Domestic items were rare and confined to a number
of rods and bars, probably tools, associated with general
agricultural work. The yard also contained a larger quantity
and a wider range of animal bone than other areas of the
site. Whilst a proportion of the material may represent
rubbish originating from the farmhouse or other areas of the
settlement the numbers of cattle, pig, sheeplgoat and horse
bones, in association with smaller numbers of fowl, goose
pigeon and dog appears consistent with its primary use as a
stock yard.

Structures 8 and 9 (Fig. 12)
The group of drystone walls, soil and cobbled layers in
Area 6 had suffered greater disturbance than other parts of
the site and were poorly preserved, the underlying natural
c lay of ten exposed immediately below a th in layer of
demolition rubble.

Wal l  210 was assoc ia ted  w i th  a  so i l  layer  (202)
containing late l3th-14th century glazed jug sherds and
animal bone. The wall represented the earliest structure
(Structure 8) identified in the area and its association with a
scorched area of slabs, probably a hearth, suggests it may
have formed part of a building although too little remained
to determine whether it was for domestic or agricultural
purposes. The relationship between the hearth and wall214
was not preserved although the latter may have represented
the southern boundary wall of the medieval settlement.

Wall 209 (Structure 9) represented a subsequent stage of
indeterminate building in the area. No firm evidence was
recovered to date its construction or indeed the date of wall
214 (above) al though both were tentat ively dated as
medieval on the basis of their construction method and the
significant absence of l5th century and later finds, which
had been recorded immediately to the north of Area 6
during previous sample excavations (Birchill et al 1989).

CONCLUSIONS
The excavation confirmed that the earthworks preserved on
the site represented the remains of a medieval farmstead
whose occupation was well established by the middle of the
l2th century and which was abandoned, for unknown
reasons, during the second half of the l4th century.

The earliest farmhouse recorded on the site (Building 1)
was built at a time when the early medieval tradition of
earthfast timber building was gradually being superseded
by the  use  o f  s tone (see Dyer  1989) .  I t s  cons t ruc t ion
appears to represent a relat ively ear ly example of  the
development of stone building in the region when compared
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with similar farmsteads excavated at Eckweek (Young and
Kidd ibid), Barrowmead (Rahtz ibifi, Charlton (Burchill
1989b) and Chew Valley (Rahtz and Greenfield 1977). The
development of stone buildings on the site by the mid l2th
century  may s imp ly  re f lec t  the  loca l  ava i lab i l i t y  o f
limestone, which occurs widely near to the surface in the
Bradley Stoke area, as much as the status of  the s i te
al though the presence of  the dovecotes suggests the
farmstead almost certainly had manorial connections, and
may indeed represent the site of the small manor in Stoke
Gifford which is recorded in Domesday.

During the early 13th century the farmstead underwent
major redevelopment. The original farmhouse and its
associated dovecote and drying ovens were all abandoned
and were replaced with a new, but essent ia l ly  s imi lar ,
farmhouse and dovecote (Buildings 5 and 6). The reason for
this programme of rebuilding was not clear. During the later
l3th and 14th centuries the farmstead developed as further
boundary  wa l ls  and an  enc losed yard  were  la id  ou t ,
congruent with the existing buildings and walls on the site.
Between c.1325 and 1350 the farmhouse was substantially
redeveloped, possibly to provide the foundations necessary
for an upper story.

Around 1350 or shortly afterwards the farmstead was
essent ia l ly  completely abandoned. I ts bui ld ings were
demolished and levelled by the early 15th century, by which
time only a single building rmmediately adjacent to Harry
Stoke Road appears to remain (Burchill et al 1989). The
reason for the abandonment of the farmstead was not
ev ident  f rom the  archaeo log ica l  remains .  I t s  demise
represents other instance of an apparently successful rural
settlement which shrinks or disappears, probably due to a
combination of economic and social pressures (see Dyer
1989), during the second half of the 14th century, as is the
case elsewhere in the region and indeed throughout much
of England as a whole.
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